





















































































































 of University 
administrators,
 cast an ultra -modern
 
pattern on 
the floor of the ivy 
covered  building in the 
traditional  center of 
SJSU's  campus. 
Spartan
 Shops present 
helps  
to boost amount 
for future scholarships
 
By J.S. Whaley 
The SJSU Financial Aids Office 
will have more scholarship
 money 
available for students in the near 
future, thanks to a $6,000 donation by 
Spartan 
Shops.  
The money is derived from the 
sale of magazine subscriptions to 
students through the advertisements 
found in books purchsed from the 
bookstore and placed at different 
locations around campus, according 
to Ed Zant, general manager of 
Spartan Shops. 
Spartan Shops receives about  a 
10 percent commission for each 
subscription  sold, if the purchaser 
used the advertisemnt provided by 
the National Association of College 
Stores or the 
American Education 
Enterprises, said Harry 
Wineroth,  
Spartan Bookstore manager. 
According to Don Ryan, director 
of Financial 
Aids,  the check will be 





























The fund is expected to generate 
about $2,000 in scholarship awards 
every year, due to the 8 percent 
interest already earned. 
Ryan said that every student is 
encouraged to apply for the money. 
Spartan Shops 
has been 
receiving  income from 
the sale of 
magazine 




 used the 
money




consisiting  of four
 students, two 
administrators
 and three faculty, 
approved  the idea of 
donating the 
income to the 
Financial Aids Office 
this 
year.  







Manager  Harry Wineroth
 hands a check
 for 
$5,985 
to Financial Aids 
Director Don Ryan


















































 to Job 
Corps
 sources, the students
  Tim 
Cook, John Hood
 and Don 
Perez,
 
who  no longer 
reside  at the 
center   
were  retained on the order





Dugan denied this, saying to his 
knowledge, such recommendations
 
had never been made. 
The students pleading guilty for 
the Dec. 17 robbery -burglary of 
stereo equipment and other items on 
South 14th Street had histories of 
criminal or "anti
-social" behavior 
prior to or during their stay at Job 
Corps, according to San Jose Police 










educational  training 
for 16 to 21 year 
olds. Those in 





 and training for 
jobs, and 








 the three 
students,  
former
 residents of 
the  center 
located at 201 S. 11th
 St., not be 
accepted  into the  program 
in the 
first place, 




reply,  Dugan 
said  he had to 
abide by 
guidelines  from the 
Department  of 




the acceptance of 
students, and 
added that
 he was 
unaware






San Francisco, said 
the center
 director has final 
authority over 
whether
 a student 
stays in the program once 
there, but 
added that the Labor Department 
decides who is to be accepted. 
In addition, a 
Department  of 
Labor spokesman confirmed that it 
has been investigating 
the Job Corps 
center
 since February. 
William McHugh, chief of the 
training center branch in San 
Francisco, refused to comment on 
the 
content of the allegations or who 
they 
concerned. 
"It would not be appropriate at 
this time
 to talk about the 
allegations or who made the com-
plaints," 
McHugh  said. 
McHugh also refused to identify 
the two investigators working on the 
case, 





SJPD records show that Cook 
had
 been convicted for robbery and
 







 it was 
known 
that Cook had a record, 
Dugan said, "Off the top of my head,
 
I 
can't  answer 
that."  
In the 
early  morning hours of 
Dec. 
18,  according to SJPD 
records,  
Job Corps 
counselor  Hossein 
Halabian 
entered  Hood's room and 
believed Hood was 
under the in-
fluence of PCP,
 an opinion sup-
ported by Cook, who told him 
that 
Hood 













 the martial 
arts, 
began 

















While  in Job 















problem,  as 
being  
hostile,  angry and










mental  health consultant.
 
Dugan said Hood was retained 
in 
the program because
 he was 
performing
 at a "level of success" 
and, as in Cook's case, said he had 
Don Sturgis, 
chief  of recreation 
no recollection




Labor  to remove
 him from the 
program. 
Ken Dugan 































who  has 





































) had the 
authority,"
 




































mended," Dugan added. 
Whiteside  refused to 
comment, 
but Dugan said 
he'd talked with 
Whiteside  
who  agreed 
with  his 
( Dugan's statement. 
However, former drug 
coun-
selor Barry Black
 said, "It was 
recommended verbally, but 
when I 
found  that Whiteside would not 
cooperate,
 I knew 1 couldn't get it 
convened, 










Perez  had 
twice
 













the  program 
before  the 
crime.
 
However, one source disputed 
this,  saying Perez was officially still 
a Job Corps 
member
 on Dec. 17. 
Also, according to Job Corps 
sources, there was an unwritten, so-
called, "retention policy" 
developed  
by Dugan, Tony Alfaro, former 
residential living adviser and Susan 
Vodrey, counseling super -visor.
 











 Living Adviser Tony 
Alfaro recently resigned 
from the 
San Jose Job 
Corps  center after 
pleading guilty to one count of 
contributing




In a Jan. 16 meeting in center 
director Ken Dugan's office, then 
drug counselor
 Barry Black told 
Dugan of allegations 
concerning 
Alfaro and a number of female 
Corps members,
 according to Job 
Corps sources. 
Dugan told the Daily that 
at that 
time
 Alfaro was not guilty 
of any 
wrongdoing  and that the only 
allegations
 Black told him about 
were 
"rumors and speculation he 
had 
gotten





that he'd conducted an 
investigation of his 





"They  were more than 
speculation, 
and  his pleading guilty 
confirms that they were real," 
Black 
commented  this week. 
On Feb. 13, 
a female Corps 
member filed charges with San Jose 
police accusing Alfaro 
of  "unlawful 
intercourse" 
with a close friend of 
hers, a minor female in Job 
Corps.  
On 
March 16, Alfaro pled 
guilty  
to a different offense 
involving
 
another minor, contributing to the 
delinquency, by providing 
alcohol 
and  was fined $130. 

















President  Gail Fullerton 
began 
Tuesday's  press conference 
as a 
president 
under  seige. 
As 
Chicano  demonstrators were 
demanding 
library






 Sergeant William 
Correal was locking 
the doors on the 
second 
floor of Tower








 it "standing 
practice 
for a decade or so." 
"We're  simply 

















 which has 
not 
received approval













 with First 
Amendment  
rights. 
"There are certain places 
designated
 on campus where they 
can distribute 
leaflets," she said. 
"The classroom






 she was familiar 
with the 
demands  of Chicano 
students for a Mexican
-American 
reading room in the library but ruled
 
out the 
possibility  of establishing 
one. 
"There
 is no reading room to set 
aside," she said. "Unless we decided 
to put Mexican -American Studies in 




 aside a Mexican -






Americans, and women. 
"It's primarily 
a space 
problem," she said. 
On the  luestion of Bob 
Murphy's 
contract renewal




She said his 
contract  would be 
examined by the 
Athletic  Board and 
reviewed by committee. Murphy, 
who sits on the Athletic Board, 
would not be part of the group 
preparing
 the report. 
Fullerton lauded the univer-
sity's nuclear science facility as "a 
magnificent facility" 
describing it 
as "one of the safest" teaching 
laboratories for nuclear medicine. 
"Anyone who 
has gotten their 
teeth X-rayed will receive more 
exposure  than students get at the 
laboratory," she said. 
Responding to a proposal by 
A.S. presidential candidates 
Nancy  
McFadden and Joe Trippi to ap-
proach private industry for financial 
aid for SJSU. Fullerton
 said she 
intends to turn
 more to private in-
dustry





"pool"  of financial
 
resources  from the
 private sector
 
which A.S. and 
the administration
 







 a program 
to which 
they're 
also  putting in 
money," she 
said, " ( 
their  consultation)
 would be 
Page 
2, 
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Ewing  is 
to be 










 March 29. 









 realizing that 
women may 
soon be asked
 to do what men
 did in 
Vietnam.
 her views are 
additionally 
important as a 





describes,  and 
her 












encountered.  I 
believe.
 
The title of 







( C.O. I 
do
 not legally
 have to 
advocate  
nonviolence  to 
qualify 
as
 a C.O. 
Although  "proof" 
of
 a belief in 
nonviolance 
would  probably be 
helpful,




 be pointed 
out,  though, 
that there are
 no hard and 
fast rules 
of "proof'












 board to 
board,  and 
board  member 
to board 
member  as to 
what  precisely
 con-





objection is no longer
 the sole basis 
for applying 








qualify as a 
result










The policy of the Spartan 
Daily regarding letters and 
material submitted from in-
dividuals or 
organizations out-
side of the 




 Letters should be submitted 
at the Daily office ( JC 208) 
between 9 a.m. and 5 p.m. 
weekdays, or by mail to the 
Forum Page, do the 
Spartan 




 Seventh St., San Jose, CA 
95192. 
 All letters must include the 
writer's signature, 
major,  class 
standing, address and telephone 
number. Only the name, major 
and class standing will be 
printed. 
 The Spartan Daily reserves 
the right to edit for length, style, 
invasion  of privacy and libel. 
 The Spartan Daily reserves 
the right to limit the number of 
letters on a given
 topic after a 
sufficient amount of comment 
has appeared. 
Forum 
 The intent 
of the Spartan 
Daily Forum page is to present a 
variety of 
viewpoints  on issues 






































































mitted  as 
early  as 



















































































against  the 
west
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Prof. Gilani, lam truly confused 
by your letter (Daily's 
March  30 
issue). Are 
you  saying that "to be an 
Iranian" is 
synonymous  with "being 
a Moslem"? Surely you are aware of 
the large numbers of Jewish 
Iranians  and Armenian Christian 
Iranians 
living in Iran as loyal and 
contributing Iranians 
who do not 
want to live 
in
 an "Islamic 
Republic."
 
Would you like to live in your 
own country
 under the laws of 
someone else's 
religion?
 Please,  do 
not 
quote me the Koranic passage 
regarding protection
 for the "People 
of 
the Book" (meaning 
Christians  
and Jews). The 
fact is that 
throughout














 Islam is a great
 
and noble religion),


































 "will of 
God",  but a 
lot 
of people do 
not see it that
 way and 
do not 
want to live in 

















 I have tried
 to write 
this letter 
in a friendly

































odds  against 
drawing
 all 13 
of a suit
 in a bridge
 hand are 
astronomical. But 
it happens. The 
odds  of shooting two
 holes -in -one in 



























order  in 
which  a ran-
dom
 event 





















routine,  the 
danger 
remains  






















































We're  stuck 











for this letter is for 





















Greater Harrisburg Area Con-
vention and Tourist  Bureau and this 
letter is in 
regards to the extensive 
vacation possibilities in the 
Susquehanna 





 we see our 
area 
as being the hot 
spot  for people 
wanting to 











Mile  Island and
 visit the 
exciting 






I'm sure you will 
be
 impressed 
and infected for years to 
come as 
you take the 
gas bubble tram 
through the reactor itself. 
Your guides will tell you the 
intricacies
 of nuclear energy, all 
within the confines of your 
asbestos -
covered vehicle. 
Thrill to the sight of an 
actual  
hydrogen bubble 
floating  above you 
in the 
reactor vessel and learn about 






After your visit to the island, 
relax to a 
radiating  tan on our 
Ali the government
 regulations 
in the world, all the 
safety systems 
in the world, all 
the  design changes 
in the world 
will not prevent the next 
Harrisburg  from 




must  accept deaths and
 
cancers 
form  a nuclear 
accident  as 
part of the price of  
having them. 
People must gamble 
their lives 
against saving 
a few cents on their 
utility bills. 
The special 
horror  of atomic 
power is its 




that  it is 
con-
taminating you
 or your home.
 It is 
difficult
 to contain and
 expensive to 









 I am for them. The 
American
 people's faith in the 
atomic industry has been child -like. 
We need more Harrisburgs to shake 
that faith. Like children, 
we have all 
lived and played in the 
shadow  of 
these 
perverse technological 
marvels never believing we could 









For your dining pleasure, visit 
the Middletown Town 
Hall and 
Community Center and the 
in-
famous
 Jimmy Carter Room 
beneath the 
basketball backboard. 
Other restaurants in the area 
feature
 family -style dining while 
you sit and enjoy home bred beef 
and poultry with the entire com-
munity.
 
Our streets are clean
 and you 





Civil  Defense. 
It is imperative
 that I 
receive
 
your group or family reservation 
immediately. We have vacancies 
now, but who can tell what July will 
be like.
 




















a waste of 
time
 
By Lorri A. 
Cuffaro
 
Well, it finally happened. 
I had
 been given numerous
 
warnings, 
yet  didn't think 
much  of 
them.
 
So, on February 
12, as I was 
driving 
home
 on my way
 from work, 





"going 65 mph in a 








 to take 
time 





 in San 
Bernardino  
County  when the officer
 stopped on 
the side of the 
road to assist a 
motorist who had
 car trouble. 
The  officer asked 
the motorists 
if they had 
contacted  a tow 
truck  or 
needed  him to 
contact
 one for them, 
but the 
couple  informed 
him  that 
they had already 
called for a truck. 
When
 the tow truck 
arrived, and 
started to hook 
up the car, a 
drunk  
driver ran 
into  the back of the
 car, 
which
 pinned the driver
 between the 
L 
orri  
Collar°  is a 
Spartan 
Daily  reporter 
Driver Improvement
 class offered 
by Santa 
Clara  County, or 
pay
 the 
$25.50 fine for 
speeding,  I decided to 
take the class. 
"Why not take the class?" I 
asked, "I 
may  even learn 
something."
 
Yet, little did I 
know that in 
order 
to "learn something"
 from the 
Driver Improvement class, there is 
a "small ( ? 
fee," of $19.00 to 
register for the 
class.  
During the 
eight  hours spent in 
the classroom, we 
had two breaks, 
an hour for lunch, with the rest of the 
time devoted to "learning." 
The 





us that, "the 
reason for taking such a class is 
that, we would rather educate 
you 
than make you pay the fine." 
But, what about the $19.00? 
The class of 26 "lawbreakers" 
was made up of a high school 
principal, a professor, a 
former  
driver education teacher and 
several
 students. 
Gliss told the class of 
"lawbreakers" that, "the reason for 
giving a ticket, is to prevent one 
from 
killing  themselves." Yet, he 
also pointed out that
 last year, 4,942 
fatalities occurred,
 with half of those 
involving drunk drivers.
 



















 and the car. 
The 
driver of the tow truck 
was  
killed in this 
accident, and as a 
result the 
owners of the car








 left the 





 ruled in 
favor  of the 
couple,




 not to 
stop to 
help  
drivers  at 

















 on the 
side of 
the  CHP 
cars, 










 to give 
speeding 
tickets? 
An officer stopping to help a 
citizen may soon be a thing of the 
past, if most officers believe as 
officer Gliss does. 
After all of the learning 
was  
done with, and all the films had been 
watched, it was time for our lear-
ning  to be tested. 
An exam of 25 true -false 
questions, that anyone of average 
intelligence could pass, was the 
basis off our learning experience for 
the day. 
As each of 
us
 finished our 
exam  
( ? 1, 




and  ran to our 
cars and 
screeched out 




learning  process 
in the 
classroom was
 a waste of our time
 
and money. 






































































A rally and march of 
about 120 persons was held 
yesterday at SJSU by El 
Concilio to show support 




 Concilio, an um-
brella  organization for the 
10 Chicano organizations 










ports Resource Center," 
chanting
 "Chicano 
Power," and "Raza si, 
Olsen
 no," meaning "race, 






hallways  to meet with 
library director Harold 
Olsen 
about establishing 
the Chicano Resource 
Center.
 
"Hopefully what we 
can do is open
 the eyes of 
the 
Academic  Senate 








Chicanos,"  Ortega said at 





the rally were Richard  




 of the Chicano 
Studies Library 
at 
Berkeley.  Olsen sat in the 
audience taking notes on 


























for a Chicano 
center  in the 
new
 library is "something
 
we 




 from the 
crowd "How long will 
it 
take?" Olsen said he could 
only 
hypothesize
 on the 
matter, but stated
 "I think 
we 






Chicano  Resource 






















Committee  and El 
Concilio 











 a special collection 
room






The meeting will take 
place April 19, 
at 3:30 p.m. 
in room 501 Library
 North 
of the SJSU Library. 
The march, 
which 
began with quiet guitar 
music and singing at the 
Student Union Am-
phitheatre, ended with 
Ortega's comment to the 
crowd, "The next step is to 
set up a 
meeting
 with Dr. 
Fullerton to ask for his 
( Olsen's) job or ask him to 
meet 
our ( El Concilio's I 
needs." 
Campus police were 
called to the scene but no 
arrests 
were made. 
s .:mr.   
photo
 by Shannon Less 
Richard Chabran, director of the 
Chicano
 Studies Library at UC Berkeley, 
speaks at the 
rally held by El Concilio members in support of the proposed 
Chicano Resource Center at the SJSU library. The United Farmworkers also 















 paid at San 
Jose, California. Member of 
California Newspaper 
Publishers Association and the 
Associated Press. Published 
daily by San Jose State 
University, during the college 
year, The opinions expreased in 
the paper are not 
necessarily 
those of the Associated Students, 




nalism and Advertising. Sub-
scriptions accepted only on  
remainder of semester basis. 
Full academic your. $9. Each 
semester, $410. Off -campus 





















Of Fin* Arts Supplies 

















Concilio  members crowded the 
hallways of the 
library 
Olsen, library director at SJSU, 
expressing  Chicano students' holding 
signs  reading ''Raza si, Olsen no," 
meaning
 "Race yes, 
displeasure over the
 lack of a Chicano 
Resource
 Center at Olsen no." 
New
 



















 to all in-
terested students,
 after a 
recent purchase 
of three 







April  17, 
students



























will  be offered at 
the Health 
Building,  room 
208. Students may 
register 










class  is $5 
and
 a total of 
nine hours 
will be spent in 
the special 
training.  





































due  to an 
in-
crease in certified in-
structors for 

















for  CPR 
training, according 
to 




years ago with 
borrowed  
equipment





all the time about 
CPR 
programs," Battle said. 
Joe  Wallick, a health 


























 A.S. that 
there was student 
support  








 Wallick said. 
"What
 I would like to 
see is that 
all  studetns from 
campus 
who  are required 
to have CPR, 




than go to 
the Red Cross," 
Battle said. 
Battle hones the staff 
of CPR instructors will 
eventually be expanded to 
50 persons to volunteer 




students to learn CPR 
procedures before health 
problems arise. 
"We 
should think in terms of 
prevention," he said. 
Many students want to 
take CPR courses after 
relatives or friends have 




"Then I see them in 
September or October 
saying 'I need a CPR 
class,"
 he said. 
Other 
students use 
CPR training for 
specialized jobs. Battle 
encourages all students to 
think about taking CPR 
courses, whether required 
or not. "The more assets 
you have, the better off you 











power plant should not be 
shut 
down  without proof 
that an 
accident like the 
one in 
Pennsylvania  could 
happen 
there.  
"I believe closure 
would be a precipitous 
action 
at
 this point," said 
Sen. William
 Campbell, R -
Hacienda Heights. 
"I think what we 
need 
more  than anything else 
is 
some moderation
 on the 




















 - THURS. 
9:30 
Cash 










 Ave., Mtn. 
View 969-3100
 
Democratic Gov. Edmund 
Brown Jr., Republican Lt. 
Gov. Mike Curb and other 
legislative leaders, who 
generally support Brown's 








to the one at 
Three  Mile 
Island, Pa., and was 
built 






 and teacher 
will  speak at the 
Oak Grove, 
Meiners Oaks,












 12, 17, 19 
A 8300
 donation is requested





may be given alive en 
trance 



























David  Bohm and 
PsychialriSt  David 
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the source ol human 
moser8  Men 
lakes  up in public and 
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jail  if 
con-
victed 
of felony riot 
in
 










rally  in 











By Bob Dawson 
Travis Morales:
 a 
Bearded, soft spoken 
man  










 from his in-
volvement in the Moody 
Park Chicano 
Rebellion  
which took place last May. 
Morales said in a 
recent interview that the
 
Houston district attorney 
admits
 that Morales
 did not 











































people.  It gave
 the 
capitalists  and 
the flunkies 
a 



























pression  of the people, 
then
 
this is what's going to 
happen,"
 he said. 
Morales 
said  the two-
day riot in which several 





complaint against the 
whole 
lifetime  of op-











































for  a 
rally,  














































































was  one 
of
 mony featured 
participants
 at 
the Women's Career 
Conference























 life. Even 
daring to 
think 












This is the view of 
Giloa 
Vincent a 






for women participating at 
the 
Career  Conference for 
Women last 
weekend
 at the 
San Jose Convention 
Center. 
The conference was 
organized by the Career 
Educational
 Service 







"Many women today don't 
know 
what  they want or are 
aware of 
the  types of jobs 
and job 
training  available 
to women today. 
"Women today are 
seriously
 thinking about a 
career and the 
conference 
was set up to reach every
 
type of woman from all 
areas of life," she 
said.  
An estimated 5,000 
women 
attended  the 
conference. For $5 women 
had a chance to find
 out 
about the many different 
types of job 
opportunites  
and 








70 display booths. 
Workshops were 
scheduled






woman  might need 
to know before
 entering the 
job 
market.  They included 
areas of career 
op-










 over 40. 
The workshops were 
standing  room only 
and 
often were closed 
before 
the 
sessions  began. 
Women were given a 
chance  to sign up 
for in-












engineering,  the military, 
law,
 space research, 
computers, banking 
, io-
surance, fast food 
service 
and teaching were 
represented. 
Schools




 Golden Gate 
University, San Jose City 
College and the Univeristy 
of San 
Francisco  were also 
participants in efforts to 
recruit women
 back into 
school. 
"There are all kinds of 
women going back into 
school now," Vincent said. 
"Education  is the road to 
success and community 
colleges have taken the 
task of seeing to women's 
needs." 
Vincent, an SJSU 


















many years ago because of 
a lack of money to con-
tinue. "We didn't have 
special programs of 
financial  aid then," she 
said.  
Vincent joined
 the  
Navy 
and 























percent of the women 
today 
in 
the U.S. will hold, are 
holding or 
have  held a job 
at some time 
in their lives. 
Half of all the women 
18-to-64 years old now 
are 
in the work 
force  and the 
















 kills  
self  
By 
Maureen  Riley 
The District Attorney's 
office will conduct an in-
vestigation to determine 
whether two Santa Clara 
County Sheriff's Deputies 
should 
go
 before the grand 
jury to review
 the 
possibility of criminal 
negligence on the officers' 
conduct, according to Sgt. 
Ken  Kahn. 
This is normal policy, 
said Kahn. ''This is to show 
the public we are not 
covering anything up." 
However, Kahn felt the two 
officers would be 
exonerated. 
The 
deputies  were shot
 












The dead man has been 
identified as 41 -year -old 
Gunter 
Herrmann,  a 
parolee  since December 
1978 from the  Tehachapi 
Correction Facility in 
Southern  California, 
who  
had 






 Conner, 29, 
was shot in the lower left 
leg and officer Carlos 
Dona, 25, was shot in the 
right shoulder, stomach, 
and grazed in the left 
temple. 
According to Capt. 
William Miller, a historian 
with the Santa 
Clara 
County Sheriff's Depart-
ment, the last time an 
officer 
was wounded in the 
line of duty 
was  in 1899. 
Deputy Bache was shot 
during a raid in downtown 
San Jose's Chinatown 
district. He recovered from 





 officer killed in 








bootlegger  in 

















































 with the 
officers answering a call 
that there was a 
prowler
 at 
a residence on Saratoga 





in a guest cottage
 
40 feet 




seeing  a 
prowler at 9 p.m. 
According







silver. Herrmann dumped 
the items in a wooded area 
behind the house when he 
encountered the officers. 
The officers
 caught 
Herrmann and wrestled 





cuffed  and 
catching 
the  
officers by surprise, 
Hermann pulled 
an 
automatic pistol from a 
shoulder holster and shot 
the officers. 
Conner 
shot  back, 
wounding 
Herrmann  in the 
right arm, left 
ankle and 
the left leg, 





his pistol and 
shot 
himself  in the head, 
dying 
instantly, according



















 in the 
partial 
removal











return  to the 




As a seven-year 
veteran
 of the department, 
Conner is a field training 
officer 
and was training 








Interpol,  said 
Herrmann once was im-









Thomas Toti for allegedly 
burgalarizing  30 to 40 
expensive homes in that 
city. 
Herrmann's take was 
supposedly fenced in 













































































 Germany, with 
the
 exception of a brother 
who lives





















 47 percent of 
the 











for a sense of self-
fulfillment,"  Vincent said, 
and the conference may 
help  them find something. 
Chambers 
said she 
would like to see the con-
ference become






now  is 
planning a conference 






















The defense intends to 
-put the capitalist system 
on trial," Morales said, 
-and show that it was the 




said  he 















 under the 
system 
where  cops can 
murder 
a brother and 
go 
free 




was speaking of 
Joe 
Torres who was 
beaten by 
Houston  police two 
years 
ago, and 
thrown  in the 
Bayou 





Morales  said, 
fined and 
have





they  win their 
case,  
Morales
 believes R 
would  
be a bigger victory 
because
 
"it would be the 
struggle  of 
the people that 




 rebellion as the "seeds 
of the future." 
He noted the 
possibilities of war 
and 
economic
 slumps in the 
future and said the 
people
 
will be used to fight the rich 
man's battles. 
"In every situation like 
that, what the capitalists 
have in store for the 
masses 
of people of this 
country is increased suf-
fering and
 misery as they 
skin us to save their
 own 
skins," 
Morales  said. 
"The masses of people 








Are you m idvor
 of an 
amendment
 to the by laws of 
the




 a student re 
presentative
 upon absem
 e from 
F  hree( t 
utive Senate or 
°mount, nwetings
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Peter  G. Bliss 
New information about 
the intelligence
 battles of 
World 
War II could 
possibly downgrade the 
historical
 reputations of 
the Allied commanders 
while elevating the lower 
ratings
 reserved for the 
German generals. 





 interpret that 
period is the 1974 book by 
F. W Winterbotham, The 
Ultra Secret." 
According to Charles 
Burdick, chairman of 
SJSU's History Depart-
ment, accounts of 
the fight 
against 
Germany will have 































was  only 
part






Nazi codes, called 
enigma  
machines, were invented 
by a Dutchman but per-
fected by the
 Germans for 
private enterprise 
before 
the war. The enigma 
machines had the 
capability
 of regrouping 
into 
six sextillion different 
ways the code could be 
organized.. 
These code groups or 
Animal
 
Birth  Control Asistance Inc.  
machine settings were 
changed every day. 
And so with the 
challenge
 of successful 
interceptions, familiarity 
with the settings of the 
machines and the in-
terpretation and spreading 
of this information, the 
British had their hands full 
with what the Germans 
believed to be an im-
possible task of penetrating 





 no one 
could 
break



















used as it could have been 
in ending the war. After all 
the 
code
 was first per-
meated in 1941. 
Burdick said the 
question arises that if the 
Allies knew almost every 
move that the enemy was 
going to 
make, why 
did  the 
war last so long? 
Burdick said that 
simply 
we
 just don't have 
the answers 















making  it more 
enigmatic than




10,000  to 15,000 
people
 employed by 
ULTRA, no 





during  the 










 of what went 
on, they are 
finding
 it to be 
a difficult task. 
"They are still very 
confused," he said. "They 



















 of in 
history." 
Even though some of 







































By Pamela K. Streff 
The cute little brown 
dog stands forlornly on the 




as cars zoom past inches 
from its quivering black 
nose. 
The dog's matted, 
mud -streaked coat barely 
shields 




loose flesh. Its sad big eyes 
turn pleadingly as it sniffs 






roaming  the 




The San Jose Humane 
Sociey puts 
to sleep an 
average of 100 
cats,  dogs 












owners  are 
reluctant to 
pay  the $5 
surrender
 fee. 
Many  are 
simply 
abandoned,left
















their  homes 
may not 
be able














































eight  private 
veterinarians  in 
the
 south 
Bay  Area, 

























"Need  is the 
only 
qualification,"
 said Moore. 
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A female cat may start
 
to breed when 
six  months 
old and 















Female dogs may start 
to 




 two litters per 
year.  
The price 
charged  by 
most of the vets 
working 
with the 
Animal  Birth 
Control Assistance
 Inc. is 
$25
 
for spaying a 
female 
dog and $20 for neutering a 
male dog. The 
cost is 
slightly
 higher for 
dogs
 
over 50 pounds or for 













 of a pet. 
For cats the
 charge is 
$20 to spay 
a female and 
$10  
to
 neuter a male. 
The Animal Birth 
Control Assistance Inc. will 
pay about half of this 
veterinarian
 fee depending 
upon need,
 according to 
Moore. 
Animal
 Birth Control 
Assistance 






"We urge  
pet owners 
with pregnant 


















than spaying the 
mother 
















inclined  to 
roam. she
 said. 
"Female  dogs and 
cats 
don't 
come  into heat 
and  
they are 
cleaner  and 
happier," 
Moore said. 
"The idea that female 
cats and
 dogs should be 
allowed to have at least one 
litter is a nonsensical old 
wives tale," she said. 
"Male dogs and cats 
are less inclined to jump 
fences and run 
away  if they 
have 





Assistance Inc. runs a 
thrift 
store at 3348 El 
Camino Real in Santa 
Clara to raise money for 
the financial assistance it 
provides. It is open from 
11 
to 4 p.m. Tuesday through 
Saturday.
 
For more inforrnaiton 
about 
their low-cost 
spaying and neutering call 
244-8351. Another alte-
rnative to high private vet 
fees is the spay and neuter 
clinic run by the Santa 
Clara County Animal 
Control located at 800 
Thorton Way.
 





spay a female 
dog 

















This summer Parsons offers you the opportunity 
to paint on the Rive Gauche, explore the 
pre -historic caves of the Dordogne 
region of France and study
 interior 
design at the 












 to provide art students with a broad 
exposure to the 
rich heritage of art and 
design  in 
France  
 
    
   
  



















 me information 
on 
the Parsons in 
Paris 
Program for Summer '79 
charge
 if the 

















The only qualification 
for an animal to be spayed 
or neutered at the clinic are 
that the owner must be a 
resident of Santa Clara 
County and 
dogs must be 
licensed and have a 
rabies
 
shot. Dog licenses are $12
 
for an unnuetuered animal 
and  $6 
for a neutered pet. 
For more information 
about the Santa Clara 
County 
Spay




many, last November to 
participate in a conference 
dealing exclusively with 
ULTRA's amazing 




cluding  Burdick, and 
36 
senior  participants 
who 





make some kind of 
sense 




















faster release of data 
related to Ul.TRA.
 




seven  of 
which 
are 














monumental job that lies 
ahead of historians should 
the impact of ULTRA be as 
great  as he is predicting, he 
said, "Students today will 
have 
an
 excellent future 
restudying all of this and 
helping to rewrite this 
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 ten Solution Book, 





 67 or HP -97 and choose any one out 
of 
twelve
 Application Pao and
 any hoe User's library 
Solutions  Books  
Hewlett-Packard
 














 of problems in so-
ence,
 




















buy  a 
Hewlett  Packard programmable 
than 
right
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Gardens  offers 
SJSU students a 
chance to 






















Chris  Cannon 
is 
doing some of the
 five steps 
used























photos by Tom Van Dyke 
Kitchen waste and manure 
from a local stable are used 
to enrich the land. 
Nitrogen -rich legumes are 
planted to 
also fertilize the 
soil. 
Companion  planting is 
another step of this far-
ming. 
Some  plants grow 
better next to certain other 
plants,
 Lawrence said. For 
this reason students may 



















 in a 
fine -misting way, is used 
by Spartan Gardens," 
Lawrence said. 
Planting crops equal 
distance from one another 
is used in intensive far-
ming, Lawrence said. "Not 
too far, not too close, this is 
to protect the
 soil. It's like 
insulation."  
Students harvest  their 
own crops and 
depending  
on the amount of time spent 
farming, earn one to 
three 
units. 
The 5,000 square -foot 
garden is 




den, next to the Spartan 
Stadium 
parking  lot. 
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LEAGUE  WEST 
To paraphrase 
Russ  Hodges' famous exclamation
 
after Bobby
 Thomson's famous 1951
 home run, the 
question
 this year is "Can the Giants win 
the pennant? 
Can the Giants win the pennant?" 
The question has been asked about as often this fall as 
Hodges 
repeated  his exclamation after Thomson's homer. 




They are comparable in just about every respect with 
the Los
 Angeles Dodgers, except in two major depart-
ments - relief pitching and experience. 
For the Giants to be contenders, something 
must
 be 
done about the arson squad in the bullpen. Every fire 
Gary Lavelle and Randy Moffitt came
 in to put out last 
year immediately became a Towering Inferno. 
Plus, the Giants don't have the down -the -stretch 
experience under pressure. They're still essentially a 
young team and nobody knows how they'll respond to the 
tension of a pennant race. 
The Dodgers have been there. So, for that matter, 
have the Reds. The Giants and Padres haven't. 
NATIONAL LEAGUE EAST 
The National 
League
 Least er, East will remain the 
exclusive property of the Phillies for one simple reason - 
the rest of the division is brutal. 
Pittsburgh's pitching behind Candeleria and Tekulve 
is non-existent. The Cubs would have a shot if the
 season 
ended in August. The Cards have the world's greatest 
shortstop - by his own admission - in 
Garry Templeton, 
who flashed his credentials by leading the league in 
errors. 




Gene Autry is about to learn an expensive lesson - the 




not  with expensive free agents. 
The Kansas City Royals, prime purveyors of the 
ground -up 
construction
 method and three -time division 
champions, have the edge again. The club is virtually 
unchanged and has 
evolved from a young, brash, inex-
perienced aggregation 
to
 a time -hardened group of vets. 
And they still have the same
 rich collection of talent. 
The Angels, by 
comparison,
 are in a constant state of 
flux with personnel moving 























































Autry's horses. Such instability makes the team cohesive
 
difficult - and so does the 
Angels' payroll. 
The White Sox are the only club among the five 
remaining squads
 with a realistic shot at reaching .500. 
AMERICAN LEAGUE EAST 
Had it not been for an almost unprecedented run of 
injuries, the
 Red Sox would have kept their enormous 
August lead over the Yankees. 
This year, those injuries 
won't  happen - at least in the 
numbers they 
did  last year - and neither will the Yankees' 
comeback. 
The Red Sox are clearly the best team in baseball - 
with awe-inspiring power (Rice, Yasztremski, Hobson), 
speed, improved depth, pitching and experience. They 
also have a score to settle with the Yankees. 
New York, by contrast, has invested in relics like Luis 
Tiant and Tommy John. Whether they can maintain their 
past degrees of success remains to be seen; the Yankees 
are definitely sprouting some gray hairs. 
The Brewers are flexing their considerable array of 
muscles, but can Mike Caldwell have the kind of year he 
did last year? 
Detroit will be 
a powerhouse three 
years  hence with 
performers  like Rozema, 
Thompson, Kemp and 
LeFlore, 
but right 
now  the Tigers are in the 
same position as the 
Giants last year - 
immensely






You might as well not even pay
 attention to the 1979 
professional 
baseball season. It's just going to be an in-
stant replay of last year, and the year
 before that. 
But just for the sake of argument, 
here  are the picks 
for all four divisions. 
National League West: I. Los Angeles Dodgers; 2. 
San Francisco  Giants; 3. Cincinnati Reds; 4. San Diego 
Padres; 5. Atlanta Braves; 6. Houston Astros. 
Everyone and his brother - except Dodger fans of 
course - seem to like the Giants as the top team in this 
division. I would like nothing better than to see S.F. take 
team honors, but it just won't happen. 
The 
Dodgers  are too solid, with a 
set line-up that will 
take apart opposing 
pitching. The Giants will have the 




 who can't throw, 
or hit for that 
matter. They'll juggle the 
starting  line-up too often, 
playing Heity Cruz instead of Terry
 Whitfield; and will 
follow the Jack Clark rules





The Reds, even with the loss of Pete Rose, will give 
the Giants a good shot for second. The Padres, who always 
say they are going to 
have
 a good year, will finish fourth 
as usual, with Atlanta and Houston taking turns in last 
place. 
Look for the Giants to start fast but fade, with 
the  
Dodgers winning by about five games.
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Rip it out and stick 
it on your refrigerator, 
or bulletin
 board or bathroom mirror or 
wherever you 





























































 SKIS  
7.00 8.00 9.00 
Jr. Ski Boots  
4.00 5.00 6.00 
Jr. Ski Pants  
4.00 5.00 
6.00 
Jr. Sno-Boots  
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National
 League 





Pirates;  3. Montreal 





 G. New 









races  of the 
season, but 





 i to 
go along















Expos could pull a few surprises to make things 
interesting for a little while, but will soon settle into third. 
The Cubs will 
have  their usual 
fast  
start,
 but their 
annual
 
mid -season collapse will do them in. The Mets will pick up 
the cellar. 
Look for the Phillies and Pirates to pull away early 
with Philadelphia taking the division by two games. 
American League West: 1. Kansas City Royals; 2. 
Texas 
Rangers;  3. California Angels;
 4. Seattle Mariners; 
Minnesota  Twins; 6. Chicago 
White  Sox; 7. 
Oakland
 A's, 
The Angels continue to try and buy a pennant but the 
trength of the Royals and the surprising Rangers will 
)vercome California 's challenge. 
It should be a close race between the
 three teams 
most of the season, with each team 
leading the division at 
least once during the year for at least two or 
three  weeks. 
Seattle. Minnesota 
and Chicago will provide the 




persistent  rumors earlier this year that the 
Oakland As would be sold or moving, depict 
the  team's 
situation.
 They won't be 
moving anywhere,
 especially in 
the standings.
 
The Royals by one and one-half games. 
American League East: 1. New York Yankees; 2. 
Boston 
Red Sox; 3. 
Baltimore Orioles; 4, 
Milwaukee
 
Brewers; 5. Cleveland Indians; 6. Toronto Blue Jays; 7. 
Detroit Tigers. 
Say what you want about the Yanks  they are 
overpaid, argumentative and
 crybabies  but they are 
winners. You may hate Reggie 
Jackson,  but it is he and 
the Yanks who won the 
World  Series and it will be the 
same 
this year. 
As usual, the Al. East will provide 
the closest and 
most exciting race. 
Boston, Baltimore and even 
Milwaukee all have shots at the title. All the teams 
mentioned will probably lead the 
division at one time or 
another during the season. 
However, it 
won't matter, as the Yanks durability will 
prevail. 
Cleveland.  Toronto and Detroit
 will bring up the rear 
with Cleveland showing some 
flashes  of being a baseball 
team but not 
many. 




 like last year? Like I said, 
no reason to 
even pay attention this 
year.  It'll be the Yankees and 
Dodgers in the 
Series with New York 
winning





For the second straight 
year,  baseball will belong to 
those battlers 
from
 the Bronx, the New York 
Yankees.  
What 
we are witnessing is history 
repeating itself. 
The current Yankee 
squad seems invincible on paper, 
much like their 
predecessors of the '50s and 
early '60s. 
Their 
comeback  of last season serves as a 
reminder to all 
of us that 
when  this team isn't fighting
 or bitching, it IS 
the best team in baseball. 
AL EAST: As 




 without having to go through a 
playoff. They're 
strong all over and if there's 
a weak link on this ballclub, 
I'd like to see 
it.  Tommy John and I.uis Tiant
 shore -up an 
already strong mound staff and 
even Reggie Jackson is 
smiling 
these days. 
The rest of the division 
should  finish something like 
this: A young Milwaukee
 club  catching the Red 
Sox  for 
second, 
Baltimore  fading after a good start
 and Detroit, 
Cleveland
 and Toronto bringing up the rear. 
AL WEST:
 It took millions of bucks,
 but cowboy Gene 
Autry will finally 
ride
 that golden horse
 to the playoffs. 
His Angels won 
the  Rod Carew Derby, 
and the best hitter 
in baseball 
should be able 
to




There  aren't too 
many
 "ifs" for the 
Angels.  It's put-
up
-or -shut -up time
 in Anaheim and
 I think the 
Angels
 will 




 by default if 
for no other 
reason. 
They
 have the talent
 but tend to, 
ugh,  "choke" in 
the big 
ones
 ask any 
Yankee  fan;. The
 White Sox 
may  
surprise  some 
people  with their
 speed and 
pitching, 
although who
 knows how 
long  either 
will
 hold out in 
the  
brutal
 Chicago heat 
during  the summer. 
After that,






 for the 4th,
 5th and 6th 
slots.  Only one 
thing is 
for 
sure,  the A's 
are  a lock to 
finish  last. 
When
 was the 
last
 
time  a minor 
league ballclub
 did anything














 the Pete 
Rose 
Derby.
 It cost 
them mucho
 dinero 
but if the 
Vet gets 
packed
 it will ), 
who cares? I 










 that, it's 
a dramatic 











will  make 
things 
interesting  




















 but the 
rest  of the 
cast isn't 

























 to make 
mistakes 
but they 
have  the 












But  thank 





































and  Lee 





























going  to 




due  to 
Rose's  
departure  
and  the 
Padres  












Jones.  The 
Padres 


















 Reds can 
do it for 
only  so long.







him when he 
was a Met. Bill 
Bonham,




 cut it, 
compared 
to
 the other staffs
 in 





 the less 











wishing  World Series 
tickets,
 write to 





The choice of the Giants in 
NL
 West may
 be a 
bit of 
wishful thinking, but 





off  a miracle 
last year, 
and being
 a young club,
 can only get
 better. The 
starting 
pitching
 staff is one of 
the best in the 




















 and must 
rate as 
the favorite on paper. 
But  the 
southlanders
 lost Tommy 
John and Lee Lacy, and have to be 
down
 a bit. 
Besides,  LA 
has won two




Diego  and 
Cincinnati  will 





bets  for the 
division.  
Padres
 get the edge
 because 
they're
 on the rise,
 and the 
Reds are getting worse 
every year. 
As for the
 Astros and 
Braves, their
 only hope 
is to 
knock off the 
contenders  now 
and
 then. 
Again,  the 
choice
 in NL East 
isn't the obvious
 one. The 
Phillies  look better
 on paper, but the
 Pirates may 
well  
beat them out. 
Pittsburgh  has 
better  pitching, and 
their speed 
combined  with Chuck 
Tanner's  daring 
managing  should 
run the Bucs right to the
 title. Then there's 
Dave
 Parker  




 got Pete 
Rose,  and has a very 
solid 
starting eight, 
but  the question here 
is pitching. Jim 
Lonborg and Jim Kaat 
look
 over the hill, and Steve 
Carlton can't be far behind. And
 with Larry Christenson 
still recovering 
from his bicycle fall, the
 "boo birds" will 
be back out in Philly. 
Montreal,
 like the Padres in the 
West,  is a young club 
on the rise. With a 
break here and there, the
 Expos will 
beat 
out  the Cubs for third. 
Chicago
 will probably hold 
first place until about July 
or August. 
The  Cards and Mets are BAD  
New York is worse. 
Before you jump on 
the  Angel bandwagon in AL 
West,  
consider this  California is always 
SUPPOSED  to win, 
but when is the last time 
you saw the Angels in October? 
The Royals still have enough to 
keep
 Gene Autry 
frustrated in Anaheim.
 














tries  any 
haraer:  
For all 
the hoopla surrounding the Angels  acquisition 
of Rod Carew, it won't help 
them that much.  Carew is the 
best hitter in the game, but he isn't the 
type of player 
around which 
pennant  winners are built. The Halos have 
Frank Tanana, but not much consistency on the 
mound 
after that. 
No one else in the division should contend, though 
Texas is a I very 
outside
 bet. Minnesota and Chicago are 
mediocre at best, Seattle is on the rise but still a 
long
 way 
away, and Oakland  well, are there any A's fans left out 
there?  
In AL East, one would have to be crazy to go against 
the Yankees. Is 
there  anything the New Yorkers 
lack? The Champs just keep buying the talent, and this 
off-season was no exception. Tommy
 John, Luis Tiant and 
Juan Beniquez will be new pinstripers this year, if there's 
room on this talent -laden club. 
The Red Sox are good, but injuries and age will make 
Boston a weaker entry than a year ago. Add the fact that 
the Bosox are probably still trying to figure out how they 
blew the big lead last year, and their chances don't look 
good. 
Milwaukee is the team to watch in this
 division. If 
anyone has a 
chance
 to upset the Yanks, it's probably the 
Brewers. 
A solid everyday corps will keep Milwaukee in 
the race for awhile  with a little more pitching, this club 
will be dynamite in a couple of years. 
Baltimore is 
no
 better than adequate; Detroit is rising 
but too young, especially on the mound; Toronto is an 
expansion team with a long way to go, and 
Cleveland is, 





 1 San Francisco
 2) 
Los
 Angeles 3) San 
Diego  4) Cincinnati 
5)
 Houston 6) 
Atlanta 
Picking 
the Giants is a 
gutsy  move, I know.
 I'll admit 
it's a sentimental 
hometown  vote, but I 
despise  Dodger 
blue and Cincinnati red. 
I 
don't think the 
Dodgers  can replace
 invaluable 
Tommy John 




or a valuable bench
 player like Lee 
Lacy with a 
player like Derrel 
Thomas whose lone 
trademark while 
with
 the Giants was going 
into the stands after 
cat -calling 
fans. Cincinnati has 
one  pitcher (Tom 
Seaver)






1; Montreal 2) 
Philadelphia
 3) Pittsburgh 4 
I Chicago 
5)New York 6 I St. Louis 
Pete
 Rose worth $3.2 
million? Next thing
 they'll be 
telling
 me is that 
Charlie  Finley was 
an Eagle scout. 
Nope, 
ol' Petey's going
 to miss those 
dedicated Cincy
 fans 
once he gets 
into  a slump. Just 
ask Richie Allen 
about  the 
"City 
of Brotherly Love." 
The 
Expos have the
 bats and 
beefed  up their 
pitching  
corps
 with the 
addition  of Bill 
Lee  and Elias 
Sosa.  Mon-
treal  has a solid 
infield  and outfield
 which can 
match  the 
Phillies 
almost  man for 
man. I'd take 
the  Expos outfield
 
of 
Ellis  Valentine, 
Warren 
Cromartie
 and Andre 
Dawson 
over any other 







 New York 
21 
Milwaukee 31 
Bastin]  41 Detroit 






 hard to 
bet  against 
the  "Bronx 
Billionaires,"  
especially 





Tommy  John. 
But  I see 
Milwaukee
 as a 
definite  threat 
to
 
New  York's 
three-year  
reign  on the 
Al,  East throne.
 The 
Brewers
 have the 
bats but the 
pitching  is where
 the "ifs" 
begin. If Mike 
Caldwell and 
company can 
keep the team 
ERA
 under 4.00 
the  Brewer bats
 should be 
















is still feeling the 




and this could be a 
somewhat 
of a  
rebuilding  
year 
































bought himself a 
pennant




he's  a wizard 
with
 the bat, yet he's gong 
to have 
to 
turn  in 
a magical year if he's 









 out of the 













As far as picking the World 

























possibly  latch 
onto a 













Dodgers   
27 
San Diego







 Astros  
8 




















St.  Louis 
Cardinals








Kansas City Royals  
29 
California Angels  
27 
Texas Rangers  
21 
Chicago 





Seattle  Mariners   
II 






Milwaukee Brewers  
25
 
Boston  Red Sox  
23 
Baltimore Orioles  
19 
Detroit 
Tigers   
14 
Cleveland Indians   
10 
Toronto Blue Jays   
7 
The Daily staff picks 
the San 
Francisco
 Giants to 
take their first divisional 
pennant since 1971.
 The 
voting in the NI. West 
would seem to 
indicate  that 
the Giants 
and Los Angeles 
Dodgers
 will make a fast 




 fight it out 
among 
themselves  in 
September. 
San Diego, earning 
recognition 
among  the 
ranks of the 
long-time 
contenders, 
gets  a one -vote 
nod 
over  the fading 
Cin-
cinnati Reds for 
third 
place.
 Houston and Atlanta 
don't rate 
much of a shot at 
contention in the voting. 
In the 





acquisition  of 









 a threat with its 
out-







 the rest of the field 
trailing 
badly.  
The staff thinks money 
will 
once again prove in-
sufficient to bring the 
California
 Angels a 
division title, as the home-
bred Kansas City 
Royals  





close in the 
balloting as the 
AL West should rapidly 




Yankees  are 
tabbed to begin their climb 
toward a 
third  straight 
world championship by 
winning the AL East. 
Milwaukee's strong 
showing last season is not 
a fluke as the 
young 
Brewers










League, six points 
were 
awarded for
 a first place
 
prediction,
 five for 
second, 
and
 so forth; while






 for first, six 
for 













STANFORD  It had to end sometime, and 
sure
 
enough, SJSU's eight game winning streak was 
stopped yesterday
 here at Sunken Diamond, as the 
Spartans dropped a 9-3 
decision  to Stanford. 
The 
Cardinals 
parlayed three singles, a triple, 
two SJSU errors and the fatigue of Spartan starting 
pitcher  Mark Langston into a six run sixth inning, 
and that was the ballgame. 
SJSU had taken a 
3-0 lead 
in the top
 of the 
second, the big blows in the frame being
 doubles by 
Ernie Hayden 
and  Mike Valentine, but Card hurlers 
Larry Kuhn and Paul Grame shut them out the rest 
of the way. 
Langston's downfall was mostly of his own 




freshman left-hander gave up a pair of 
singles sandwiched around
 a walk to begin the 
frame, and then
 the floodgates were opened for 
good when shortstop Derek 
Bulcock  booted a hard 
ground 





 of got tired," Langston said, trying to 
explain what 
went wrong in the fatal sixth. "I 
wasn't concentrating toward the end." 
Up to that point I.angston had pitched very well, 
giving up only two hits over the first five innings. 
"Mark was throwing real good," Spartan coach 
Gene Menges said. "He just got a little tired. 
"This was a big game, to keep the streak going. 
Everything was going along so good, but six runs at 
one time is kind of tough to take." 
Especially the way they were scored. 
The last three runs of 
the inning scored when 
John Pyle tripled home two, and then scored 
himself when the relay back to the infield got away. 
The Cards' Paul Zuvella 
was the offensive 
standout in the contest, with
 three hits in four trips, 
including a double and a stolen base. 
"I don't think 
they played that poorly," Stan-
ford coach Mark Marquess said, "We just 
played
 
well. We just bunched a 
few hits together and took 
advantage
 of the big inning. We were lucky to get 
it." 
Stanford put the game away with three runs in 
the 
eighth
 off SJSU reliever Steve Berglund. 















2nd and L. Santa
 Clara 293-0503 
MUST PRESENT
 STUDENT/FACULTY ID 
WITH THIS COUPON 
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SHORT 
OF CASH? LAYAWAY 
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 for our 
program, 
w
















you  will be 















 will be 
guaranteed














have completed 90 
semester or 130 




 through integrated 
calculus
 and one yar of physics
 by 
the completion of your junior year. 







 251/2. Final approval is 
contingent
 upon a 
personal
 
interview with th 
Director  of th Division of 
Naval
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Baseball's joy, from two viewpoints 
Baseball. 
It's so childish 
and  innocent when you 
look upon
 it with the harsh, 
unyeilding  
scrutiny that our society
 has become 
obsessed 
with  and has attached to sports. 
It shouldn't really mean 
anything. It 
contains all
 the characteristics that we 
seem to loathe, if the way 
we live is any 
indication.
 
Baseball  is green 
and pastoral,
 a link 
to the 
time  when we 
really
 were 
proud  of 
ourselves as 
Americans -of an 
America 
'that
 hadn't yet become inundated by 
congestion, contamination, grayness and 
national  
self-doubt.  
The future is in vogue now. We talk 
about computer technology, cloning and 








that just doesn't belong in this day and
 
age, something we don't need 
and  should 
forget.  
It seems to me that 
our past merits 
considerably more glorification than the 
Aiminus
 future staring us in the face with 
an evil scowl. 
Baseball









 alse in 








 if only 























 hardly any 
other 
American institution has 
managed  to do. 
, 
Most







 at a 
specified  
time,  eat 











 at a 
specified  
time, 
offer  the 
wife 
and 
kids  a 
perfunctory
 










































which  does its 





Those specificaton exist in virtually all 
aspects of life and in virtually all sports - 
except baseball. 
Baseball  
maintains  the 




















that  is 
dictated
















 it is one of the few true
 
sport;
 most of the 
rest
 are merely 
timed,
 
regulated  combats 




 of athletics -defies
 the bigness, the 
mechanization,
 the colorness
 and the 
hurry that life 
in
 this day and 
age  has 
brought us. 
And  for that reason, it is revered by 
those who truly 
understand  it -a kind of 
worship 
that is senseless from a practical 
standpoint but tugs
 at you incessantly, 
refusing








 by the 
inner  













































































 didn't have 
much 
choice. His career was
 on a treadmill and 
baseball didn't contain 
the same inner 
pleasure for him anymore,
 mostly because 
he hadn't been playing. 
In
 addition,











were  leads to 













its myraid of 
specifications 
and responsibilities. 
For most people, it isn't that hard to 
accept the realities of the situation.
 
But for my friend, it was agonizing -
because he had been one of the lucky ones, 
one of those who been able to build a life 





seem too bad 
to most 





 life on a 










It caused him a lot of pain. Perhaps for 
the first time,
 he examined himself in the 
proverbial 





circumstances  that led to 
his  
predicament were 
mostly  out of his con-
trol -but he saw 
their  existance as an in-
dication of his failure as a person, as well 
as a baseball player. 
His fears may have 
seemed
 groun-
dless to an outside observer but they were 




You don't bleed and 
grunt and work 
and suffer for 13 years in an endeavor and 
then  routinely change
 jobs as if you were 
on an assembly line -at least not if you're a 
baseball 
player. 
Baseball's special, unique gift to those 
who are touched by it is an awareness of its 
resistance to the maladies of modern 
society. 
Because you are a 
baseball palyer (or 
fan, for that 
matter),  that makes you 
different form
 all the three-piece -suit 









My friend prides himself on his in-
dividuality and dreads 
the  day when his 
life is dictated by the cold, un-
compromising world he lives in. 
Being  in baseball 
gave
 him an 
awareness of 
the, sport's nature-but 
it 
wasn't until his last days in 
the sport that 
he really began 
to








 in one of 
the 




-and though he 
surely realized 
someday he'd 
have to pack up 
his  tent and 
move on, the 
realization was 
a ex-




kind of grip 








our way of 
life. 
And that's why it will remain  the true 
national pastime -because
 people like my 
friend will find sanctuary in it. 
Even 
though
 the shelter from 
reality 
provided for my 
friend  by baseball doesn't 
last
 forever, it's an 
interlude  and he 
became 




the  world 
would 
be
 in far 
worse  shape
 that it is 
now. 
Baseball




























 Apt  
merit 
Only  












9 a.m.-6 p.m. 

















 you. For me,








 up in New 
York, I had 
the 
pleasure of attending
 two Opening Days,
 
those being 
the  Yankees' 
and  the Mets'. 
Each  was unique in its 
own way, yet very 
similar. Though I 





 my best 
friend,
 Steve Nagler, was
 a Met fan and 
heck,  
who didn't ...,ant
 to be with his best 
friend, 
especially on Opening day? 
It was a ritual 
that




While  it was true 
that they 
were baseball 
fans they were 
Met  fans), they 
couldn't get into 
what  Opening Day was 
about.  
They  still don't, 
or
 don't want to. 
My Mom 
fortunately  knew 
what  Opening 
Day  meant to me. She knew I 
was not going to 
school that day and 
after  a while, she got the 
message,  much to her 
credit. 
Opening  Day in 
New  York was 
special  for 
the 
journalists 
too.  It didn't 





were  in the 
playoffs or 







 New York 
is






 the best 
in 
writers
 like Red 
Smith,  Dick 
Young,  Joe 
Durso and 






 and no 




liked  or 
disliked


















enough  to cut 
school and 
























The ride up 
was one 














how  the 
Yanks  would 















the  new 
Whitey  Ford 











about  an hour,
 depending 
how 
long you're held 
up at 125th 







traveling  to 
San Diego 


















































was  still on the
 corner. 







stood like a momument
 to battle in a decaying
 
neighborhood  ( it was replaced
 by a hot dog 
chain two years
 ago). The Stadium 
Bar and 
Grill, with its 
posters  of Ruth, 
Gehrig,
 
DiMaggio, Mantle and the 
rest  of the 
legendary
 Yankee heroes was 
jammed  with 
old-timers and young
-timers,  trying to out -do 
each other at story -telling. 
And 
then there was 
Manny's.  Manny's 
Baseball 
Land. The 
souvenir  place to 
top  all. 
The 
only place in New 
York where you 
could 
get a 
Detroit  Tigers 
yearbook.  Or any 
yearbook  for that 
matter.  Manny's 
had  all the 
caps, pennants
 and paraphernalia
 one could 
want.  
Manny 
and  his old mother 
would bark out 




 to read the 
yearbooks
 unless 
they were buying. 
Finally, with 
the  IRT No. 4 train rumbling 
overhead, we made our 
way to the long lines 
at
 the general admission ticket booths.
 We 
ignored the scalpers high-pitched cries of 
"who need a pair of 
boxes?"
 We had heard 
that
 rap too many times before. 
We 
knew that we'd get to the 
box  seats 
later on. But first, 
there  was business to 
at-





 greet the ticket
-takers, even smile
 at 







same box seats 
we were to occupy
 later. 
We also 
had  to see Igor 
and
 Fuzzy and Fat 
Eric and Churches.
 We knew 
Woody,Skinny  
and 





would be waiting. 
Their names aren't 
im-
potant. What they represent 
is.  
And
 sure as could 
be, they were 
there,  in 

































 to the fore. You 
think the White 
House  
made a big 





 never been to 
Opening











God help him 
if the Mayor 
wasn't there! 
For one
 day anyway, 
life's problems 
weren't on Vietnam,
 "will Newark 
burn
 to the 
ground?" or 
"will  Nixon be 
impeached?"  but. 
"will the 





Murcer  get that 
guy over to 
third?" 
and  "that 
terrible




was  never 
wrong?"
 
I think that's 
what turns me 
on to Opening 
Day.
 I know that the 
world has more 
impotant  
things 
to worry about 




But to have that 
opportunity to 
get 
out of the of 
fice,to
 get out of 
school,to  leave all 
the
 crap behind 
and sit out and 
watch grown 
men  play a 
young
 boy's game,
 it makes me 
feel, well, young. 
I missed my 
first Opening 
Day in New 
York 
last year and it 
didn't  really dawn 
on
 me 
a whole lot. 





 up in the 
public's eye, my 
interest has been
 rekindled. 
I don't know 
if you know 
this
 but the 
Oakland
 A's remember




 at the 
Coliseum. 
Somehow,  taking
 BART to the 
Coliseum 
to see the 
A's  isn't the 
same
 as 
taking  the "D" 








For those of you who 
are looking 
to
 take in a ball 
game next week, 
here's a 
complete listing
 of who is 
playing who,
 where, and 
how much seats cost. 
The  






dlestick Park next Tuesday 
against
 San Diego. 
Opening 
Day is already sold out 
except 
for  general ad-
mission. 





 night and 
Thursday 
afternoon.  









 are priced 



















 bring a 




 it gets 
cold  at The 
'Stick 
this
 time of year.
 
The 


















 game is 
under  the 
lights and 











A's  tickets 
are $5 for
 















 with Prime 
Computer.
 Inc., on* of the 
fastest




offer  you a unique
 opportunity to 
enhance
 your techni. 
cal expertise while working in a 
business 
environment  and 
inekirnizing your earnings potential. 
We are currently seeking individuals with a BSCS 
or BSCS/
 
MBA plus good 
communication




lna Pone am  











for  opt., 
tunities
 
















The two California 
League clubs, the San 
Jose
 
Missions and Santa Clara 
Padres open their home 
seasons next week. The 
Missions host Salinas at 
Municipal Stadium April 
12-13, both at 7:30. 
The 
Padres open their 
initial
 season at home in 
Washington Park in Santa 
Clara against Visalia April 
14-15. Saturday's game 
starts at 7:30 while Sun-
day's game gets underway 
at 6. 





















s a chance 
to solve the case 
of the missing LP 
Stop by now to 
investigate rooms -
tubs) new and 
old albums Bring 
your unwanted LPs 








and clean condition record trade.ins 
ot yesterday and today 












 off the cloth
 
and 




Judas Priest brandishes 
the leather and makes you like
 it on their 
third 
blockbruiser."Hell  Bent for Leather" 
Ten
 dominant ditties including their
 English smash -single 
"Take on the Vorld- and a killer 
cover of the original Fleetwood Mac's 
The Green Manalishi (with the Two
-Pronged Crown)" comprise an 
album that is. we confess,
 the final catechism in stomp-rock. 
Lead singer and vvhip Welder Robert
 Halford, flanked by the 
onnin lead guitars of Kl< Downing and 
Glenn Tipton. flays up enough 
excitement on stage 
and  on record to get everybody 
quivering.




Down  on your 
knees and repent if 
you please! 
Judas Priest is bent! "Hell Bent for Leather." 






Available  at Wherehouse

















So. 1st and So. 
Market  998-5060 
Students






























Two  Chilean women comfort a woman
 injured by soldiers in a scene 
from
 "Weavings," produced in 
Morris Dailey Auditorium by the San
 Francisco
 Community Theater





















Morris Dailey Auditorium 
by San Francisco's
 
Community Theater Arts 
Workshop,
 




















 and place 
to 
draw  parallels 
between the 

















Only a table, 
some  chairs 
and
 a few hand 
properties 
were used











rapidly  as the cost 
of gasoline, 
even  the most 
enthusiastic
 music listener 
has 





At $5 and $6 a shot for a 




selective in what we  buy. 
There are always
 going 
to be the "name band" 
buyers
 who will throw 
away their
 money 
regardless of the product. 
The recent releases of 
Journey, Van Haien and 
Bob Welch will justify that. 
These follow-ups are very 
disappointing, yet people 
will buy them just because 

































wave" to "power 
pop." 
The Fabulous 
Poodles  and The Police 
don't 
need any of these 
fluffy 
labels. They are just
 
very excellent bands which 
transcend
 some of the best 
rock and roll originalities 
which have been 
absent for 
quite a number
 of years. 
The Fabulous Poodles, 
or the 
Fab Poos as their 
fans refer to them,  are the 
latest of the "British In-
vasion" rock and roll bands 
which
 have crept into the 
FM mainstream 
in the last 
two years. 
They 




 the new 




 as early  





found in the 





sounds  like the 
Kinks' Ray 
Davies. 






Boxcars"  is 
about
 hair -cuts, "Toytown
 
People" 


























 but are 
delivered





 first and title 
cut, "Mirror 
Star,"  the 
album does 





 harmonies, some 
excellent 
guitar  work and
 












a lot of 
playing time paced
 by their 
hit, "Roxanne,"








with  a 
prostitute.
 



















































 minimal - a 
guitar, 
bass and drummer.
 But the 
explosive manner
 in which 
they 
deliver  their 
sound  is 
what  makes the

























Stand Losing You," have 
Jamaican reggae
-flavored  




reggae beat with rock to 
evolve with 
a capturing 
sound absent from 
the 




 the record. 
What it has turned 
out 
to be is a breakthrough 
sound 
which  could very 
well lead to 
yet  another 
.etce"' 
been coming
 out recently. 
One of 
the  keys behind 
the 
band
 is their lead 
singer 
who  appropriately 
goes by 













































































gritty  rock 
and  roll 
on 
























and  it has 
taken  
so long 









don't  fall 
short










allowing the viewer to 
concentrate




instrumental  duo 
consisting of a guitarist 
and a 
flautist,
 who doubled 
on tenor 
saxophone,  sat on 
the stage's right apron. 
They provided a sort of 
jazzy/bossa nova 
background
 which was an 
appropriate 
complement  to 
the action without over-
powering
 it. 
The  production did 
have flaws, however. Some
 
serious 




























more  serious flaws 
lay in the acting. The 




be judged by 
professional
 standards. 
However,  the company 
committed some 
obvious  


















build  up to a 
high 
pitch by the 
leading lady 



































 of the 
actors 





































 1521-a .en, nriiiirvait 
Orman  oohs 






a bus. From the positions of 
the 
actors'  hands along 
what was meant to be the 
side of the bus, one could 














"lamara, the German 
resister, is given her code 
name of Anna, had some 
fine, funny responses by 
Tamara's male companion 
to a femme fatale's floor 
show. 
The actress who 
portrayed Anna did a good 
job. 
She resisted the 
temptation to  
overact and 
coped well with 






























waving  her 
arms 
in a set pattern. 
The final curtain of the 
play did not mark the end 
of the production, however 
The woman, on whose life 
the 
character
 of Dolores is 
based, spoke to the 
audience. It seems in-
credible












The house was so silent 
as she spoke softly in 
Spanish it appeared the 
audience had stopped 




 role in the 
resistance
 and her per-
sonal importance. 
When she finished, the 
impact  of the laly's action 
seemed to catch up with the 
audience and a surf of 
applause broke over the 
stage. Dolores' appearance 
was the summation of the 
theatrical  evening. It was 
an evening which, in the 
final consideration, was 

















































































II I pm 
 
CAMPUS 
AAAAA  Theto 






















 INSTALLATION OF NEW FRATERNITY 
Order  of Omega 




 NIGHT AT TNE STUDENT UNION 
7 30pm SI 00 
Admission
 
Featuring  Disco by 



































































































































 97 will 
have  
a "Create
 a T -Shirt
 Con-
test" 
today  in 











Kepler  at 
277-8431.  
   
The 










 today in 
the S.U. 
Amphitheatre.
 If it 
rains, 
the show 
will  be on 
the upper
 pad of 
the S.U. 
   
Steve 










































































































tomorrow. An hour or more 




 times, is 
needed.





   
Career Planning and 
Placement,  at 11:30 a.m. in 
















   
The SJSU Marine 
Science Club





8-13.  Cost is $15 per 
person. Sign 
up in Biology 
Office, 
Duncan
 Hall, room 
254, or 
call 
Tavia  at 
277-
2355 



































SJSU's Recreation 97 
class will 
hold an In-
ternational Gaines Day 
tomorrow from ii a.m. to 2 
p.m on the corner
 of 
Seventh and San Antonio 
streets, 






















































1SJ5U  st,dent) 





will  spin 
the disks at your 



















Career  Summer! 
Send 








 7 30 
pm 
Guadalupe
 Rrn student 
union 














THE  FASHION FOR 
SPRING! 
Let  me determine
 
your most 








These are YOUR 
unique fashion 








 of your life. I give
 you 
about 70 colors










 scale of fees. Inquire 
details 
colors. Carol Lynne 
Bowman, MA. 
247 2504, 530 
7 00 pm. most eves. 1 larn 1pm 
Saturdays Also. Dress 
for 
Success for the 
Business 





DISCO EXPERIENCE  Mobile 
Disco and Light Shows with 
Peter B Tremendous sound 
Systems
 and lighting effects 
available for all occasions. Call 
14081 167 3156. 
GAY 
men and women SJSU Gay 
Student
 Union 









SJSU Student Union. We 
provide an informal social 
setting 












be attend. For more 
information
 call 298 GAYS Our 
schedule for 
April  and May is, 
April 
5th Wine and Cheese 
night, April 12th Easter 
break,  
no meeting. April 
Igth
 Movie 
night: April 26th 
Creativity 




 May 10th Dance: 
May 17th Variety Show 




 Must be 
tenacious! 
HEALTH Food Sandwiches. 
Vegetable
 Burger, Creps. 



















 is now 
open
 




?pm: Sat , 10am 
4pm Save your 
recyclables








 right across 
from  Spartan 
Stadium






 for the 
Environment



















 noon 7 p m 
in the 

















teeth,  you 
can brush
 a T Shir11'
 







 763. or call 837
 0191 
WANTED 









 Post. Lea 
Top 
Prices 








 Ski Park City. Alta 
and 
Snowbird







11 Only S180 
includes transportation. 
lodging,




and Snowbird included Sign up 
at table in Art Quad area and at 
meeting  on 
Thursday.  March 1 
in 
Engineering
 132 at 7 30 p m 




3 4 too S75/ 
members  and 
S32/non members 
Discover  the 
Ski Club sd ski the 
best  powder 
anywhere






















Third. No I. S .1 
TZ ED 'OR 
ANGE  Porsche got 
hit 
Friday  morning. 3:33. 
7th and 






774  4457 
VOTE for tne
 person, not 























'74 CHEVROLET Nova Hatchback 
AM/FM stereo 
cassette,  new 
Steel
 belted 
radial  tires,  6 cyl 3 





MINI dirt bike. 560 
'69 Olds Delta 4 
de . solid, dependable 
tran 




517  m 
'68 OLDS Convertible Delmont 88 
Runs well,  needs body work 
$6561
 
Call  Dave at 737 
9794  
'78 TOYOTA Corolla SR 5 Id ?back 5 





mats Excellent Condition Must 
see to appreciate 14.500 
Call 
296 









Call Jack at 227 




GOOD '67 VW Bug selling for parts 
or 5400. 30.000 on rebuilt engine
 
Call 292 3698. 
'73 CHEVROLET Monte Carlo. P/S. 
P/13. A/C, AM/FM. 
Burns 
regular gas, nice! $1,950 Tim 
578 8890 
'68
 CADILLAC for sale. Red with 
white vinyl top, exc interior. 
AM/FM 13 track,
 all power 
Needs 
work.  Call 4469144. ask 
for L.B. 
'71 FORD Econoline van 200.10.000 
mi . key!.








DEAR STUDENT, FACULTY AND 
STAFF 
Your  insurance needs: 
AUTO, Home, 
FIRE,  




State Farm, call for an 
appointment  at
 my office or 
home and
 we'll set up a time 
convenient
 for you on campus, 
at your home, 
or
 at my 
office. 






 for less 
matey  




BOLE% Camera. 16mm non reflex 
movie
 camera. Slow 
motion/fast motion. 
3 lens, 
pistol grip 5175 Call 238 6276. 
'77 YAMAHA Enduro
 SOO. Exc. 





 279 9485 after 1 
P m 
STEREO  for sale also records and 
tapes
 nd to sell fast Best 
Offer Pls 
call




HANDSOME SCULPTURE pedestal 
in birch 
30303'  Supports 
large,
 heavy scupltures Fine 
detailing  $270
 Other sizes 
available Santa Clara Artists 
Foundry 
249 5947 2892 B Scott 
Blvd . Santa Clara 
'78 KZ 650 custom Exc. 
cond  
Kerker header. custom seat. 





'71  Yamaha DTI 250, 
set up 
for off road encluro 
Like 












 74 RC 
530  lei. Poly RC 
122 43. Poly SW 
$17 92,
 Tri X. Plus 
X.
 Pan X. 
30's 
II 70, 20's 
$1
 
71. 100 ft. 
SII  04. VPS 36's 
03
 72, 20's 51 95. 
120 pro pk VI 40. 





 $I 68, 
Microdot
 32 57, D 
SI 60. 
PK 36554 12 
'58 VW 
BUS 



























one, 03$  
Four
 bookcases,
 S35 ea 
Call 





Assist  the elderly in their own 
homes Choose your own hours 
No 
fees








SERVER  Highest 
payiing in Santa Clara Co You 
must be a citizen. over 18. and 
have reliable transportation 
Work is not dangerous, but not 
for the faint hearted Apply at 
210 S. First St., II a.m to noon. 









 The Off ice 
of in 
formation Systems and Corn 
Puter
 
Services at SJSU is 
seeking currently enrolled SJSU 
students  for 
computer
 
programming assignments for 






COBOL or FORTRAN, 
or 
both. Experience in the local 
batch 
lie,






 and  timely 
completion  of 
the 
assignedproiec
 Is in 
a 
professional manner, complete 




challenging projects ideal for 
career 
enhancement and the 






 for the 
required
 interface  with your 
supervisor,
 yOu
 are not required 
to come to the office. For  further 
information. call Dean Hall at 
177 3100.
 or send your ap 
plication as soon as possible to 




Computer Services, San Jose 





 cook needed on 









ttending school. Work 
4 to 5 
ays per week after 
classes,  310 
hrs 
each  day. 
54.00  hr 
Light 
ookkeeping, misc. 
off  ice 
plies,  light typing. customer 
ssistance, 
etc. Mrs. Emm, 291 
4900 for interview. 
BABYSITTER nabbed nr. SJSU 
TT1IF afternoons. 1 yr. old. 
S2/hr. Call 279.2434. 
OFFICE 




time. Mrs. Larson 296.7395. 
FORTRAN -I need help with Cyb. 
programming.  
Expertise  








co. from own home or area Of 
lice. 5 unique
 diversified  IlneS. 
Immediate




 exper. for ad 
majors. Local media. 
Call
 







 Learn business 
techniques. If you 
qualify.  we'll 
train you
 for a rewarding 
summer in 





 for an 
appointment. New 
England 
Life,  Of Course! Equal Op 
P4XtunIty
 














 PR writing and 










 an IS 180 
class,




supervision.  We 
want 
people who're serious 
about
 the writing craft
 and 
flexible enough to try 
a new 
style 
or two. contact 
Carol 
Schreiber
 at 277 3235 or 787 
2532 
for  more 
information.
 
PART TIME, Full time 10 Key 
operators 
for  tax 
season.
 In 
terviewing now Tax 
Cbrporation  






 Work at home 





 Park Lane. Suite 
127.  Dallas, 
TX 73231. 




 . SS 
00/hr.;  
LVN'S. 16.50/hr.
 . RN's, 
$11/hr 
Some Experience
 Required  
Call 287 1749 
for  Apo, 






Nat'l  Parks. 
Fisheries
 





























































DANCE MAJOR wanted Neeo 
inventive choreographer/danc 
er for student produced 
children's
 film 
No pay  
but
 in 






 and see 
the 

















 off ice 

















Room,  board and 








can study while you 
work). 13.50
 per hours Hours to 
fit your schedule Also typing 
and 
office work part time near 





 Sto 6 p m. only 
WAREHOUSEMAN Driver 54 00 
per hr, work 




 to lit your school 
schedule Good 
driving record 
required Phone Mrs Ernrn, 298 
4900 Year round opportunity 
NEED 
a Female English Tutor for a 
female
 student. Nee; Almaden 
and Emporium 
store.
 Call 279 
1024, ask for 
Abdul. 
SEEK 
following  positions, 
manager. cook. busperson, 
front  
host/hostess Salary negotiable. 
Call 




 SALES. Tickets 
Work from our Los Gatos Office.
 
69 p.m. Mon Fri.. Sal., 9$ 
53.50 
06.00  per/hr. Call 356 2445 
EASY EXTRA INCOME! 
5500/01,000 stuff ing envelopes 
Guaranteed.
 Send self 
addressed,  stamped envelope 
to: 
DEXTER  ENTERPRISES, 
3039 
Shrine Pl.. L.A.. CA 90007 
OFFICE 
HELP.  
Flexible hours. 10 
plus
 hours a week. 83.75/hr.  Call 
New Horizons, 217 170. 
SALESPERSON: Women's 
Designer 




groomed  individual. 
Retail 
ismer.  pref. Contact Pam at 244 
2025 for an 
interview.
 




Position involves receiving. 
recording requests and 
dispatching emergency road
 
service vehicles. Must have 
good telephone manners and 
Willing 





Hartsell,  CA State 
Auto Assn., 80 Saratoga Ave., 












 maidiserv., TV parking
 
everything furnished. $30 per 
wk share, 550 wk single. 172 N 
8th st. 279 9504 
SAN JOSE 
RESIDENCE CLUB 
Great guys and gals,  kitchen 
facilities, game room. color TV 





 532 per wk 
share. 535 single
 202 S. lIffs Sf. 





















 247 7773 
ROOMMATE 




 2 bdrrn . 
2 ba 
apt. 
Easy going atmospher 
Call Colby, 374.8534.
 after 6 
I. 
HOUSE FURNISHED Avail June 
I Close to campus Security. 
private 
yard wr1380, garage. 
cable TV. NI,C) Prefer
 a 
couple  
to hOu6e6d My home On a per 
inanent 545,5, and make my 
payment of 5271mo 
plus your 
utilities
 Please send short 
application/resume
 to "owner .-
c,o George Stump. 1058 N 4th 
St . No I. San Jose. CA 
95112  
HOUSE  Furn 4 bdrin . 2 
1/2 
ba,  7 




















crts . pool Call 
2929771 
1 
11DRM. apt on S. 8th











needed  to 
share rent in large 3 harm 







Clean,  walk to school. 
5100. Call Danny 
at
 292 8946 
9 BEDROOM,




578 75 1 
blks.  from 
SJSU 
Call 2980979.  
NEEDED:  4th woman
 to share 4 
bc1rm  victorian 
house 1 1/2 




neighborhood,  laundry and 
parking 







plus utilities  
$50 
security 







LOST: Silver bracelet. with oval 
Ivory
 stone. Approx. 3/2. Plesse 
sentimental. Patti. 998 4490 
LOST: GENEROUS REWARD FOR 
PAPERS IN TAN ZIPPER 
FOLDER, NO 
QUESTIONS.  
CALL 277 2898 or 286 5928. 
STOLEN from Men's lockers, 9:15 
Wed., 
March 21: Gold wedding 
ring, handmade.
 I will buy It. 
Vail 356 0193. 










music and writing. 
Lives near 
campus. 
298  2308, 
BIRTHDAY Hippies to KMS 
from 
your friendly RBR pal. Ar Ar 
Aril! 
KIM: 




 Love, Mouser 






















 to long talks. lots  of 
love, 
and the








 YOU can't begin to 
imagine
 how much 








graduating? What a better 








John at 769 7937 
JOCELYN.
 Happy 18th 
birthday  to 













LOVE. Renee,  
GENO Wabbit You're not like a 
rabbit at all except for When you 
hop 
And  you don't
 eat 
carrots  i 
do wilder the cabbage leaves 
with you)
 
Love ya, Laura Lei 




 Anniv rrrrr y.Mio! 11 51,11 
feels







Honey  Bunnies 
Becky, Leslie. and 
Lisa,  Happy 
Birthday 201 
HAPPY  22nd 
Birthday
 Dona,  Love 






Have a very happy 
Easter and 
be good for me, Okos 
I'll 
miss  you  and 
love you 
forever!
 Love. your 
Susie  
WANTED
 for Kevin A 
good  looking 
surfer
 girl to 
replace 
the  one he 
lost Contact




FOR  SALE Big Belt, Hat




























Reports,  Disser 
tenons.
 




IBM  Sel, II South 
San Jose/Blossom
 Valley Area 
Janet, 227-9525. 
LOOKING for a 
Wedding 
Photographer?  Images 
by John 








 the finest wed 
ding photography. 
call





















discount to students 
With
 student ID cards. For 
appointment,
 call 2974934. 
PROF. Exp. 
typist.














Rates  292 4720. 





LICENSED  CHILD CARE! Near 
school, loving care, hot meals 
end extras. Please call 292 ISIS. 
EXPERT typing 
and  proofreading 
of term papers etc
 . Fast service 
Sl/pg. Sheila, 279 9129. 
ARE you an 
"A" student? Speed 
read,  














 Box 3366, Walnut 































 263 4525 All 
work 
proofread.  IBM Sel II 
TYPING 
Fast. Accurate and 
reasonable
 too IBM 
Select,
 
Giye me a try. i'm in West San 
Jose
 Call Patty 
















ENROLL NOW!. For 
Into,
 go 
to A S 
Office  or 
call 371 6811 
033 50 per 
year
 covers 







year),  plus  low cost on 
other dental needs 
Orthodontics  
planets°  included 
ATTENTION GIRLS Party 
Pleasers
 will 
entertain at your 
next bachelorette party Call 
Bill at 736 3024 
after  6 or 
weekends 




Term papers, thesis, 
reports,  
manuscripts,  etc (On 
Graduate
 Typing List). 
Blossom
 
Hill Area Call Kathie. 378 1216, 
gam togp.m 
CUT 
Study Time in Half Raise
 
G.P.A.
 by I. Free introduction
 to 
right Brain
 Learning as taught 
at Oxford and Soak.
 Univer 
sities














service for stereo components. 
compacts, portables and ac 
cessories for your car.home,  
stage or studio use. We also have
 
TVs, VTRs, videoscreens and 
games.
 
All at 5 to 
50 percent 
DISCOUNTS! Who else can 
offer you: 
over
 280 brands. 
Virtually every model on the 
market? Factory sealed 
cartons  
witull warranty plus
 an optional 
5 yr. warranty tor parts AND 
labor?












up? Super low sale 











right over the phone? No 
hype.  
No BS, individualized one to one 
service? AUDIO EN 
TERPR15ES  has it all! The 
Widest selection of the 
highest
 
fidelity at the lowest prices. Call 
255 5550 M thru F 
after  2 p.m., 





 1979... We 
represent all charter operators: 
LONDON
 l,nclding rrrrr 
PARIS 




















JAMAICA .. RIO DE 
JANEIRO . HONG KONG 





















 and Britrail passes 




U S A 
CANADA  and 
MEXICO  
TRAVEL 


















 from Togo's) San 
Jose. 






VISIT  EUROPE 
THIS
 SUMMER 









 England 177 






















































 One Dm 
I 
I 




SO 50 a 50 
Soonest., we
 






























































SEND CHECK. MONEY ORDER 













 to Pohaaenon 
Coneocuhr
 putlec etron dates only 

















 a purse 
While investigating
 Police officer Greg Wixom 
snatching 
that crime. University 
contacted an on -campus 
Red 














































































 is a 







who  speaks 
their 


























 by the Red 
Cross, the

























 be retained as 
long as possible  in the 
program in order to cut 
down on the weekly ter-
mination 
rate and also, the 
source
 said, because 
removing a lot of students 
from the program 
-wouldn't look good." 
Keeping
 the "retention 




important  to 
them than 
the safety of the 
community or other Job 
Corps students. -
"That is totally false," 
Dugan responded. "As far 
as I know, all of it is false 
and  absurd." 
During a counseling
 
meeting after the 
burglary -
robbery, Vodrey is 
reported to have been 




 who attended that 
meeting. 
The  source 
added, 
however,
 that he 
doesn't  





 for comment, 
but Dugan said she 
(Vodrey also 







We ',resent atl 
charter 
opera,'  . 
nodon  


















 1.,reta Pet. 'So 
Amer 
Costa Roca Jarna.ca R. Do 
Janetro



















AU,  a 






























and  trams 
surance 

















































































































































would  like to 
volunteer 


























Island  during 
spring break 




 to survive 
until the 
end of the  semester. 
The 
trip,  sponsored by 
the SJSU 
Marine  Science 
Club,
 is open to the 
public  
and 
costs  $15 per person. 
The fee includes bus 
travel to 
the  city of San 
Pedro, boat ride to the 
island, three nights 
camping at the 
town
 of Two 
Harbors and return 
transportation 
to San Jose. 
Food must be 
pur-
chased by the participants 
at their own cost 
while on 
the
 island, because food, 
stoves and fuel are not 
permitted
















and fauna and 
study  
the natural







chances for good 
photos," 
Lockhart 
said. "The island 
has a 
lot of wildlife in-
cluding buffalo, 










San Jose at 3 




to participate will be held 
in Duncan Hall, room
 243, 
Thursday at 1:30 p.m. 
Money should 
be paid 
by today at 5 p.m. in the 
Biology Department Of-
fice,





























This year's yearbook 
costs $7.95 and can
 be 









the layout , this 
year's yearbook will 
be
 put 






junior,  and 
Chris 
Butts,  a 









portraits in to 
the printer. 





life and sports, 
according to Leonard. 
"We  have more 
creative control
 over the 
yearbook this year," 
Leonard
 said. 
The yearbook is 
sponsored by the Alumni
 
Association
 and is aimed at 


















 campus opens its doors in 
the 
summer
 Stringent requirements are dropped and 
admission  is uncomplicated  
 
Fifty  








 Extended session in Greek, 
Latin,
 








 and Thai 
(June 25 August 31) 
To 





Session Bulletin,  
containing  full 
information
 and an 
application,






































































































































 of those 
charged  in 
the 
break-in
























the income is generated 
from student subscriptions, 
it was a 
nice  way to give 
the money back to the 
students by putting it into a 
program that's needed," 
said Glen Guttormsen, 
director of  business affairs 
and member
 of the Spartan 








was started about 












help," he said. 
by Van 
Dyke  Roth 
CONSIDER  















A P I 1
 - 
A Federal Election 
Commission  audit gives 
Jimmy Carter's 1976 
presidential primary 
campaign  good marks 
despite 







 for the 
matters specifically noted 
in this report, the audit 
disclosed that the
 Com-
mittee for Jimmy Carter 
conducted its activities in 
conformity with the 
Federal Election Cam-
paign Act," the final FEC 
audit 
report said, 






bookkeeping and reporting 
practices, including a 
$1,950
 civil penalty paid for 
scrambling its bank ac-
counts, but it showed no 
serious violations. 
Meanwhile, an in-
dependent special counsel 
appointed by Attorney 




 peanut business, 
including allegations that 
some money 
from bank 
loans to the business found 
its way into 
the campaign 
coffers. 
The FEC's final report 
on Carter's
 primary 
campaign does not mention 
any peanut 
business  money 
going to the campaign, 
indicating






 A commission 
spokesman 
said no 
irregularities were found in 
bank loans directly to the 
committee. 
The Justice Depart-
ment said Monday that 
Paul J. Curran, the special 
counsel, had 




is focused on 
charges that 
there  was double 
collateral 
used and 
late  repayment of 




 the National Bank 
of Georgia to 
the Carter 
peanut
























1. You deserve it.You ye accomplished a lot. 
2. Save $15 on any 10K gold or Siladium ring instead of the 
5% or $10 you might get 
from any other company. 
3. Different
 Rings! The 
largest  selection to choose 
from.  
Over
 20 different ring designs! See traditional and con-
temporary  men's designs and 
beautiful



























ring in  the
 ArICarved 










 fashion rings, custom made to your 
individual  
taste.  
How  to get your 











2. Limit one refund 
per  purchase 
Purchaser 
pays
 any sales 
taxes  
3. Offer 
valid only on 
rings ordered
 during this 
sale 
4. 



























certificate  must be 
mailed,  along
 with proof of 
full




 months after you order




period Allow four weeks for




















April  2 - 6 
10:00 
AM
 - 7:00
 PM 
: 
 
